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Date:  15 December 2017 

 

 

 

Ms Maria Atkinson 

District Commissioner 

Greater Sydney Commission 

PO Box 257 

Parramatta NSW 2124  

 

 

Dear Ms Atkinson 

Submission on Draft Eastern City District Plan – Brighton le Sands Precinct 

Introduction and Context 

I write on behalf of my client, who have an interest in a block bounded by Bestic Street 

to the north, General Holmes Drive to the west and south and The Grand Parade to 

the east (a consortium represented by the legal firm Diamond Conway).  A team of 

specialists have been engaged over recent previous months to investigate the 

potential for the block in the context of planning considerations, the draft Greater 

Sydney and District Plans and changes in urban renewal and infrastructure 

investment. 

The following team has undertaken a preliminary investigation: 

Urban Design: GMU – Gabrielle Morrish and Liz Zhang 

Project manager: (of consulting team), Architecture and Urban Design – Joshua 

Farkash & Associates P/L 

Planning: Planning Ingenuity and Perica and Associates Urban Planning 

(in collaboration) – Jeff Mead, Sophie Perry and Jason Perica 

Traffic and Transport: Traffix – Graham Pindar 

Landscape: Site Image 

Heritage: NBRS Architecture 

It is clear to the team that there is significant potential for the wider precinct (of which 

the block may be part), and this potential is transformative, for a number of reasons 

outlined in this submission.   

 
 
 
 
 

 

ABN: 33 232 568 415 
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This submission is supported by a strategic urban design review of the precinct by 

GMU, including national and international comparisons, such as renowned tourist 

precincts of Venice Beach (USA), Cannes (FRA), Cairns (AUS) and Manly (AUS) to 

support a re-thinking and new vision for Brighton le Sands. 

Vision 

To imagine Brighton-Le-Sands as a vibrant, attractive and sustainable world-class 

tourist and cultural destination that provides high-quality buildings, a focus on 

connecting people and places, as well as a successful mix of land uses and activities 

for local residents and visitors.  To create a highly accessible urban waterfront precinct 

with enhanced major natural assets as the attractor and a focal point of the town 

and precinct for people to work, visit, play, stay, share and relax. 

Request 

The following two specific changes to the draft District Plan are requested, together 

with some commentary.  Separate jpeg documents are also attached to this 

submission, in case of use in deliberations and to allow easier reading. 

1. Page 8 and 9 – amend the Structure Plan and associated Legend as follows 
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Comment: 
 

This change seeks to identify the opportunity of Brighton le Sands in the Structure Plan 

Map.  This may not be deemed necessary by the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) 

if the changes to pgs 40-41 below are inserted, although is still requested. 

 

2. Amend the Map and text on pages 40 and 41 as follows: 
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The associated suggested and requested wording for page 40 is: 

Investigating Opportunities 

Opportunities for the District will arise from changes and investment in infrastructure 

(such as the F6) and from new growth.  These opportunities should be considered in an 

open way, and within a regional planning framework.  One such opportunity occurs at 

Brighton le Sands.  The Brighton le Sands Centre and surrounding blocks/precinct 

should be investigated and considered for its potential, given the opportunities that 

arise from the proposed F6 motorway, the adjoining regional recreation and foreshore 

assets, open space and regional habitat linkages between the foreshore, Cooks River 

and wetlands to the west and north, tourism opportunities proximate to the airport, 

potential public transport linkages and from the change arising from the adjoining 

Bayside West Precinct. 

Comment: 

Part of the precinct to the north of Brighton le Sands and along the foreshore is 

nominated as having potential urban renewal opportunities as “Transit-Oriented 

Development”, beyond the “Bayside West” area, within the Structure Plan Map (see 

below).  This makes strategic sense as an extension of “Bayside West”, but also due to 

the linkages and opportunities created by the Kingsford Smith Airport, Cooks River and 

regional open space and recreational opportunities along the foreshore.  However, it 

also makes strategic sense for this area to be expanded to the Brighton le Sands town 

centre and the associated foreshore area, for reasons outlined in this submission. 
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At the same time, the focus is not solely on transit-oriented development, and the 

preliminary analysis undertaken needs further research, review, engagement and 

support if it is to proceed.  There needs to be an openness to proceed, or not, following 

this process, which is expected to take some time.  This could logically occur and be 

led by Council in collaboration with the State, local community, landowners and 

stakeholders as part of the LEP review and associated strategic studies ahead.   The 

proposed text seeks to allow reasonable flexibility, while not “locking in” an outcome 

at this stage. 

The suggested wording is not sought to be presumptuous, but rather couch 

opportunities in a wider context, as an idea for appropriate wording.  Of course, other 

wording may be appropriate to achieve a similar intent or outcome.   

Realising the Opportunities  

(a) Strategic Considerations 

The potential for complementary growth of the Brighton le Sands Precinct is consistent 

with both the draft Greater Sydney Plan (“Our Greater Sydney 2056, A Metropolis of 

Three Cities, Connecting People”) and the draft Eastern City District Plan.   

Broadly, balancing greater self-reliance of districts and regions, while providing 

greater connectivity, is at the heart of the proposal put forward. 

The potential of appropriate growth and re-thinking of the Brighton le Sands Precinct 

is consistent with many strategic directions, including: 

 Supporting Centres; 

 Supporting tourism; 

 Greater jobs self-containment; 

 Reducing need for wider travel and reducing travel times; 

 Augmenting Strategic Centres (considering health and education-related 

assets nearby); Supporting existing street-life and cultural destinations; 

 High quality place-making; 

 Healthier living; 

 Connecting open space and habitat corridors; 

 Improving water quality and natural assets; 

 Connections and augmentation of public transport and social infrastructure; 

 A City for people; 

 Greater productivity; 

 Potential for increased tree cover; 

 Housing diversity and choice; and 

 Environmental Sustainability. 
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In terms of infrastructure, the State Government commitment to the F6 Motorway 

(Stage 1) represents a real opportunity for the Brighton le Sands Precinct and foreshore 

area, due to the alleviation of north-south travel demand along General Holmes Drive 

and The Grand Parade.  It may allow consideration of a light rail link to the airport and 

heavy rail nodes, and allow the foreshore and the Brighton le Sands Precinct to be 

reclaimed for people, through traffic management, linkages and design of public 

places. 

The proposal would also augment and be consistent with the strategic direction of 

the Bayside West Urban Renewal Area.  The development of that adjoining precinct 

will affect the demographics of the area, demand for services, social/recreational 

facilities and cultural experiences for the area.   

 

There are some compelling reasons to consider a complementary “Bayside East” to 

support the linkages and opportunities from the Bayside West precinct, within the 

Eastern City District. 
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(b) Infrastructure Investment (F6)  

 

As mentioned, the commitment to Stage 1 of the F6 extension represents a significant 

and seismic shift in considering the opportunities for the area.   

This is particularly the case for the Brighton le Sands Precinct, where a significant 

change and reduction in traffic is likely.   

Traffix are investigating opportunities for light rail and shuttle bus connections, with 

opportunities to link to the Airport (which may help in easing significant traffic issues), 

rail stations in the vicinity and surrounding hubs within an 8-10km loop (approximately). 

Such investigation would need to consider the following factors: 

 Population thresholds 
 

 Density of population and employment 
 

 Right perception and attitudinal factors 
 

 Major attractors and generators along alignment 
 

 Adequate patronage 

 Political will   
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A new road hierarchy could be developed that included the downgrading of 

General Holmes Drive as a classified Main Road, creating opportunities for an 

enhanced streetscape and improved pedestrian and bicycle connectivity 

(c) Regional and State Assets 
 

i. Airport and Port 
 

The airport and Port Botany are not just State but nationally-important assets.  The 

Kingsford-Smith Airport is crucial for the very significant tourism industry, while the port 

is essential for productivity and goods dispersal. 
 

The Brighton le Sands Precinct has the potential to augment the tourism, recreational 

assets of Sydney and the region, while planned and coordinated transport 

infrastructure has the potential to assist in the efficient operation of nearby crucial air 

and port hubs. 

 

 

ii. Recreation 

The Brighton le Sands foreshore is a significant and unique asset for the St George 

Area.  The shallow and protected Botany Bay provides a safe swimming environment, 

while the water is popular with kite-surfers, boaters and recreational users.  The length 

allows a variety of experiences, while to the north, the wide park provides cultural and 

active opportunities to support a new vibrant precinct. 
 

More broadly, the structure of the Bay, beach and foreshore reflects a dune and 

natural system, with adjoining Cooks River, which is a unique counter balance and 

different experience to the sandstone-cliff eastern beaches and the various 

protected and narrow rivers to the north and south.   
 

This uniqueness has the potential to create a truly different place and experience. 
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iii. Open Space 

The Cooks River and wetland to the west of the dune system along Botany Bay 

foreshore provides a regionally import open space link.  This is recognised and 

mapped in the draft District Plan, as below:  
 

 
 

It is apparent that further east-west linkages to the water and along the foreshore 

would augment, support and enhance the regional open space and habitat 

linkages.  The potential linkages with the open space, bicycle and recreational 

network within the adjoining Bayside West Urban Renewal Area is shown below: 
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The extended opportunities for open space (and habitat, recreational and 

biodiversity linkages) is shown in the diagram below from GMU: 
 

 

 

iv. Street life and Culture 
 

The Brighton le Sands town centre is a thriving area of restaurants and cultural activity, 

with historical linkages to the Greek community.  This is somewhat compromised by 

the traffic and barriers to open space and water.  In this regard, changed road and 

public transport infrastructure can markedly assist.   
 

Also, the northern part of the precinct has the benefit of General Holmes Drive being 

to the west, with more direct linkages to the waterfront and open space.  This is not 

currently capitalised upon, either for the area itself, nor for linkages to the surrounding 

blocks to the west. 
 

The draft District Plan identifies and acknowledges the street life and vibrancy that 

exists at Brighton le Sands. 
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As shown above and extracted from the draft District Plan, the Brighton le Sands 

Precinct provides a relatively unique confluence of social infrastructure, shared 

places, learning and street-life. 

The “bones” of a unique place are there to be capitalised upon. 
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(v) Supporting Local Centres 
 

 
 

 

Clearly, the potential of the precinct needs to support the Brighton le Sands town 

centre, and not compete with it. 
 

However, this is not a reason to “do nothing”.  Tourism uses, recreation, open space, 

affordable housing and some diverse forms of housing has the potential to provide 

suich support, while capitalising on the opportunities for the region. 

(vi) Traffic and Transport  

This is clearly an issue that needs both attention and a deliverable solution that does 

not perpetuate car-based travel behaviour, nor create the very conditions to be 

avoided in establishing a vibrant and attractive precinct. 

The F6 does create opportunities, as does the working and residing population within 

Bayside West and local centre close by.  If a transport solution can also help address 

and support the traffic issues for the nearby airport, a truly lasting legacy would be 

created.  

 

The opportunity to complement the proposed F6 connection with public transport 

and a possible light rail or shuttle bus link is shown below (source: Traffix).  This would 

obviously need detailed and ongoing discussion with Transport for NSW and Council, 

and also consider wider connections with the airport.  It is put forward to stimulate 

ideas and see opportunity rather than problems 
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A new road hierarchy could be developed that included the downgrading of 

General Holmes Drive as a classified Main Road, creating opportunities for an 

enhanced streetscape and improved pedestrian and bicycle connectivity 
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(vii) Natural Environment 
 

There are three potential local and regional improvements to the natural 

environment: 
 

1. Improvements to water quality of the Cooks River and Botany Bay, important to 

realise its’ recreational potential and to improve the existing situation for the 

natural environment and recreational users.  This would see an ongoing 

improvement to past efforts to turn a very polluted waterway into a clean one; 

2. Habitat for flora and fauna through improved linkages between open space, 

riparian corridors and more trees; 
 

3. Ameliorating local flooding through the design of streets, lands, open space and 

stormwater infrastructure. 

As shown below, the foreshore reserve and the adjoining wetlands have mapped 

Biodiversity value in Rockdale LEP 2011: 

 

The corridor to the north of that mapped above is the significant former Chinese 

market gardens, which has significant potential to augment this natural ecosystem, 

and understanding of past historical uses through interpretation. 

(viii) Site and Statutory considerations 

The precinct has a number of features, including flat topography, vistas and corridors, 

adjoining significant infrastructure, traffic issues and a lack of built form homogeneity.  
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The Norfolk Island palms and strong linear planting provides more cohesion in the 

landscape, although the precinct is generally lacking in tree cover.  

The blocks surrounding the existing Brighton-Le-Sands town centre include some with 

a direct connection/access to the foreshore area.  The precinct adjoins significant 

infrastructure and open space including Cook Park and Cooks River to the north, the 

foreshore reserve and Botany Bay to the east and south as well as General Holmes 

Drive, a major collector road to the east. The precinct has a number of features that 

provide significant opportunities for future development, including flat topography, 

great views and vistas to the water and Sydney Airport.  Areas of the precinct have 

and interface with the waterfront area that is less constrained by traffic than other 

areas (although this is expected to change). The waterfront area generally lacks built 

form homogeneity and landscape features.  However, this opens a great opportunity 

for any future development to enhance the building design quality in the area and 

provide improvements to the public realm including new landscape features and 

improved accessibility to the waterfront. 

As shown below, there is a lack of built form heritage in the precinct, although the 

natural assets of the foreshore reserve and former Chinese Market gardens have 

heritage significance. 

 

There are localised flooding issues, associated with the hydrology created by flat land, 

a dune system and consequent former wetland area to the west.  This creates 

opportunities for improvement through Water Sensitive Urban Design. 
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The nearby wetlands to the south and north of the precinct are identified in Rockdale 

LEP 2011.  The location of significant wetlands in an inner city environment is rare, and 

an opportunity for community appreciation and understanding of natural ecosystems 

in a sensitive water-borne environment. 
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The northern part of the precinct is affected by the ANEF Noise contours for the Sydney 

Kingsford Smith Airport as shown below.  This still allows buildings to a reasonable 

height, as reflected in the taller buildings in the existing Brighton le Sands Town Centre, 

and creation of a range of building heights. 

 

Any heights exceeding the current height limit will be subject to a Controlled Activity 

Permit process requiring concurrence from Sydney Airports and the Civic Aviation 

Authority.  

A Design Excellence Clause is within Rockdale LEP 2011 and currently applies to 

specific mapped areas.  It would be reasonable to apply the concept of achieving 

design excellence to the Brighton le Sands precinct, as achieving high quality 

buildings and public domain is a key to achieving an attractive regional asset and 

place. 

Mechanisms for the funding and delivery of infrastructure, both local and State, would 

need to be established with any significant development of the area and in parallel 

to creating the vision sought. 
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Conclusion 

As outlined, there are many sound planning reasons to support identifying the Brighton 

le Sands precinct as a potential transformative renewal area, to realise the many 

existing and future opportunities.  This is able to be done without committing to a 

specific outcome, yet arise from the analysis, studies and strategies to be developed 

following finalisation of the District Plan, led by the local Council and in collaboration 

with the State, community, landowners and other stakeholders. 

We look forward to your open consideration.  Representatives of the team would be 

delighted to meet with GSC representatives to discuss this submission.  If there are any 

queries, please do not hesitate to call me on . 

 

Yours sincerely 

 
Jason Perica 

Director 



16 AUGUST, 2017

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND OPPORTUNITIES

BRIGHTON-LE-SANDS PRECINCT MASTER PLAN
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT

•	 The	main	study	area	is	identified	as	part	of	the	priority	growth	area/investigation	areas.
•	 The	Draft	District	Plan	aims	to	support	significant	visitor	economy	between	Kyeemagh	and	Dolls	

Point.
•	 The	Grand	Parade	and	existing	wetland	corridor	to	the	west	of	the	study	area	are	identified	as	

major	Green	Grid	opportunities	for	the	future	development	of	the	area.
•	 Brighton-Le-Sands	is	identified	in	the	Rockdale	City	Plan	as	a	destination	for	local	and	international	

visitors.

STUDY AREA

Main study area Kyeemagh	to	Dolls	PointExtended	area	of	consideration

STUDY AREA

Housing the city (source: Directions for a Greater Sydney 2017-2056) A city in its landscape (source: Directions for a Greater Sydney 2017-2056)
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BROAD CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Constraints
•	 The	majority	of	the	main	study	area	is	located	within	20-25	ANEF	zone	according	to	Council’s	Destinations	Rockdale	

report	(2006).
•	 The	airspace	obstacle	limitation	surface	over	the	study	area	is	51	AHD.	The	current	LEP	height	control	allows	for	a	

max.	51m	(approx.	16st)	development	in	the	centre	area.	
•	 Heavy	traffic	along	General	Holmes	Drive	and	The	Grand	Parade,	segregating	the	town	centre	and	waterfront	area.
•	 Limited	pedestrian	crossing	points	between	the	centre	and	waterfront	area.
•	 Lady	Robinsons	Beach	is	a	listed	heritage	item	with	local	significance.	It	is	also	classified	as	a	biodiversity	land.
•	 Potential	flooding	issues.

Opportunities
•	 Opportunity	to	establish	a	tourist	destination	for	location	and	international	visitors	in	recognition	

of	the	existing	natural	assets	within	Brighton-Le-Sands	and	the	proposed	future	extension	of	F6.	
•	 Opportunity	for	the	site	(main	study	area)	to	be	a	catalyst	guiding	the	future	development.
•	 Opportunity	for	increased	height	and	density	to	the	waterfront	to	support	the	future	growth	of	the	

area.	
•	 Opportunity	 for	 diverting	 existing	 heavy	 traffic	 along	 The	Grand	 Parade	 and	Bay	Street	 to	 the	

proposed	F6	extension,	strengthening	the	connection	between	the	town	centre	and	waterfront	area	
with	increased	permeability	and	links.

Rockdale

Rockdale

Potential	F6	extension

Opportunities - Potential land usesConstraints
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PRECEDENTS - CAIRNS ESPLANADE
GMU	has	conducted	a	precedent	study	of	a	number	of	domestic	and	international	
examples	of	waterfront/promenade	precincts	to	understand	the	key	design	
elements	that	make	a	waterfront/promenade	precinct	successful.	They	are:
•	 Good	public	and	visual	access	to	the	waterfront.
•	 A	series	of	destinations/focal	points	allowing	for	various	activities	along	the	

waterfront/promenade.
•	 Active	frontages	to	main	street/promenade	with	a	good	mix	of	commercial,	

recreational	and	residential	uses.
•	 Increased	density	with	a	range	of	house	types	and	facilities	closer	to	the	

centre	and	waterfront	area,	providing	renewed	vitality	to	the	area.

Destinations

Active	frontage

Main	street/promenade

Pedestrian/visual	links

Major	traffic	road	
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PRECEDENTS - MANLY BEACH

Destinations

Active	frontage

Main	street/promenade

Pedestrian/visual	links

Major	traffic	road	
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PRECEDENTS - VENICE, LOS ANGELES

Com
m
ercial

Waterfront	Park

Main	recreational	precinct

Venice	Pier/Car	park

Residential

Destinations

Active	frontage

Main	street/promenade

Pedestrian/visual	links

Major	traffic	road	
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PRECEDENTS - CANNES, FRANCE

Port

Port
Destinations

Active	frontage

Main	street/promenade

Pedestrian/visual	links

Major	traffic	road	
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PRECINCT OPPORTUNITY

Main	destinations

Activity	nodes

Potential	for	higher	density	development

The Grand Parade

Shared	Zone

New	pedestrian	connections

Bay Street

President	Ave

Precinct opportunity
•	 Opportunity	to	provide	higher	density	

development	with	a	range	of	house	types	and	
facilities	closer	to	the	centre	and	waterfront	
area,	creating	a	well	mixed	and	sustainable	
community	to	live,	work	and	stay.	

•	 Opportunity	to	provide	increased	public	links	
to	the	waterfront,	enhancing	the	connectivity	
and	permeability	of	the	waterfront	area.	

•	 Opportunity	to	provide	an	enhanced	
promenade	along	The	Grand	Parade	with	
a	series	of	destinations	for	water-oriented	
recreation	and	other	activities,	servicing	the	
residents	and	visitors	in	Brighton-Le-Sands.

•	 Opportunity	to	create	a	local	boulevard	along	
General	Holmes	Drive/The	Grand	Parade	by	
potentially	diverting	the	heavy	traffic	to	the	
proposed	F6.	
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